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(54) Title: THE DEVICE FOR REDUCING THE GAS AND WATER CONTAMINATION OF TRANSFORMER OIL FILLING

(57) Abstract: The device for reducing the gas and water contamination of transformer oil filling consisting of a main tank (1) and a conservator (2), provided with a sludge discharge fitting (230), being joined mutually by an upper connecting pipe (12) in which an upper Buchholz relay (120) and a discharge fitting (122) are installed. A top part of said main tank (1) is joined by an upper pipe coupling (111) in which a circulating pump (110) is built in with a top part of an oil cooler (11). A bottom part of said oil cooler (11) is joined by a lower pipe coupling (112) with the bottom part of said main tank (1) which is provided with a release fitting (311), too. In its bottom part, said main tank (1) is joined by a connection (13), led out from a release fitting (311), with the top part of a stabilizing tank (3) the bottom part of which being joined by a connection tube (23) with said sludge discharge fitting (230) and/or with a fitting located in the bottom part of said conservator (2). From the top part of said main tank (1), behind said Buchholz relay (120), a deaerating pipe (121) is led out which is passed into the top part of said conservator (2). Said discharge fitting (122), built in said upper connecting pipe (12) in direction towards said conservator (2), is closed and said release fitting (311) in the bottom part of said main tank (1) and said sludge discharge fitting (230) in the bottom part of said conservator (2) are open. A lower Buchholz relay (310) is built in the highest part of said connection (13) and a sludge discharge cock (231) is installed in the lowest part of said connecting pipe (23). In the top part of said stabilizing tank (3) an upper temperature sensor (301) is built which is connected by an upper signal line (303) with a temperature controller (103). In the bottom part of said stabilizing tank (3) a lower temperature sensor (302), which is connected by a lower signal line (304) with said temperature controller (103), is built in. Said temperature controller (103) operation is modified in such a way that the position of a thermal stratifying layer (30) in said stabilization vessel (3) may be stabilized in the basis of signals from both upper temperature sensor (301) and lower temperature sensor (302) by means of switching on and off a fan (113).
The device for reducing the gas and water contamination of transformer oil filling

Field of technique

The invention relates to a device for reducing the gas and water contamination of transformer oil fillings which is suitable especially for reducing air gas and air humidity contamination of power transformers oil fillings.

Present state of the technology

The existing solutions, reducing the gas and water contamination of fluids, can be distinguished according the principles they utilize on the one hand, or the protection degree which these solutions give to protected fluids on the other hand.

One of the examples well known from engineering practice is the protection of power transformer oil fillings against air gas and humidity infiltration from surrounding atmosphere.

The most frequently utilized devices are limited only to reduce the air humidity infiltration into the transformer oil filling by using air dryers. The dryers, either on absorption or freezing principle, are inserted usually into the pipeline joining a dilatation vessel (conservator) with surrounding atmosphere.

Another substantially more effective solution which is able not only to limit the air humidity infiltration, but also air gas infiltration into a protected oil filling, operates on the principle of an elastic element, usually a bag or a diaphragm built directly in a conservator where by means of said element the protected fluid is separated from surrounding air.

Further solution consists in reducing the air and humidity infiltration into main tank by a so called thermo-hydraulic closure which is built either directly in a conservator or in a pipeline joining the main tank top part with conservator bottom part. In this solution a so called thermal stratifying layer is utilized which arises in a thermo-hydraulic closure vessel and separates cold and potentially contaminated oil from the conservator from hot oil in the main tank. Under suitable conditions this layer acts as a very thin and perfectly elastic diaphragm protecting the
proper transformer oil filling against the infiltration of undesirable admixtures from the environment.

Another relatively new solution, expressively reducing the air gas and humidity infiltration into the oil filling of power transformers, utilizes dissimilar conservator junction with main tank. The junction of the transformer bottom part with the conservator ensures that the thermal stratifying layer may be used which arises spontaneously in the transformer bottom part of main tank to separate the hot and clean oil which occurs in a top part of this machine from the air gas contaminated cold oil which occurs in the conservator.

All solutions given here and devices based thereupon have some disadvantages.

Fundamental disadvantage of all devices which merely suppress or reduce the air humidity infiltration into the transformer is the fact that by means of them only the water contamination of the transformer can be affected and thereby the instant (short-term) reliability thereof. These solutions do not limit namely the undesired penetration of gas, oxygen above all, into the transformer and are not able to suppress the oxidation aging both of the proper oil and of solid insulants mainly which affect the long-term reliability of this machine.

However, as main disadvantage of the so called transformer hermetization by means of a bag or a diaphragm, built in a conservator, the fact can be considered that this solution is relatively expensive and needs routinely a tightness check of the elastic element in working conditions. With some leakage appearing, this element cannot be simply repaired and usually the whole conservator must be replaced.

In case the thermo-hydraulic closure is used, some disadvantages of the elastic element do not occur because the thermal stratifying layer arises always spontaneously on a hot and cold oil boundary line and cannot be permanently damaged. But to stabilize this layer, sufficient thermal difference must be maintained in a thermohydraulic closure vessel and - in order to cover the whole extent of transformer working temperatures the thermo-hydraulic closure vessel must be sufficiently voluminous. All these facts complicate both the transformer design (usually so called transport profile thereof must be enlarged), and eventual modification thereof to hermetized version, and further additional devices are
necessary which complicate the maintenance, e.g. if the thermal stratifying level must be stabilized by drawing out the oil from the closure.

Main disadvantage of the thermal stratifying layer utilization in the bottom part of a main tank consists in potential stability violation of this layer partly by heat transfer from the machine magnetic circuit anchored at the vessel bottom and partly by turbulent oil stream from the coolers due to relatively high vessel entering velocity thereof the stratifying layer can start to undulate first or even be destroyed afterwards.

**Essence of the invention**

The above mentioned disadvantages are restricted substantially by means of the device for reducing the gas and water contamination of fluids consisting of a main tank and a conservator which is provided with a sludge discharge fitting. These are mutually joined by an upper connecting pipe in which a Buchholz relay and a discharge fitting are built. The main tank top part is joined with the oil cooler top part by an upper pipe coupling in which a circulating pump is built. The oil cooler bottom part is joined by a lower pipe coupling with the bottom part of the main tank which is provided with a release fitting, too.

The essence of the invention consists in that the main tank is joined, through the release fitting, by a connection with the top part of the stabilizing tank the bottom part of which is joined by a connecting pipe with a sludge discharge fitting and/or with a fitting located in the conservator bottom part.

In alternative solutions a de-aerating pipe is led out of the main tank top part, behind the Buchholz relay, and inserted into the conservator upper part. The discharge fitting is closed and the release fitting as well as the sludge discharge fitting are open.

A lower Buchholz relay is built in the highest part of the main-tank–stabilizing-tank connection tube and a sludge discharge cock is built in the lowest part of the stabilizing-tank-conservator connecting pipe.

An upper temperature sensor, joined by an upper signal line with a temperature controller, is built in the stabilizing tank upper part, and further a lower temperature sensor, joined by a lower signal line with a temperature controller, is built in a stabilizing tank bottom part.
The advantage of the device according to the invention consists above all in the fact that the clean and hot fluid in a main vessel, heated by a thermal source, is separated by a stable thermal stratifying layer, arisen spontaneously in an external, so called stabilizing tank, from cold and potentially contaminated fluid from the conservator. At the same time, the stratifying layer position and stability are controlled by transformer cooling.

The occurrence of thermal (density) stratifying layers in fluids is known in general and can be often observed partly in the nature, see e.g. the thermal inversion in atmosphere, stratifying of warm and cold water layers in oceans and dam reservoirs, partly in engineering (e.g. density stratifying in chemical as well as nuclear reactors etc.).

The influence of these layers is mostly held as negative phenomenon because these layers are very stable and obstruct the requested fluid mixing very effectively. On the contrary, in the device according to the invention this phenomenon and its relatively high stability are utilized to reduce the undesirable admixture infiltrations into the protected fluid.

Survey of figures on the drawings

The invention is explained by means of Fig. 1 on which the original solution is demonstrated. On the Fig. 2 the device in accordance with the proposed solution is presented.

Example on the invention embodiment

One of practical embodiments according to the invention is given on the attached drawing in the Fig. 2 where the device in accordance with the invention is presented as usual power transformer modification the standard arrangement of which is given on the Fig 1.

Conformably to the Fig. 2 an example on the device arrangement in accordance with the invention consists above all of a main tank 1, of a conservator 2 located above the main tank 1 and the stabilizing tank 3, where partly the lower part of the conservator 2 is joined with a lower part of said stabilizing tank 3 by means of a lower connecting pipe 23, an upper part of said stabilizing tank 3 being joined by a connection 13 with a lower part of the transformer 1, partly the lower part of the
conservator 2 is joined with the upper part of the main tank 1 by an upper connection pipe 12 and partly the upper part of the conservator 2 is also joined with the connection pipe 12 by a de-aerating pipe 121 and with surrounding atmosphere by equalizing pipe 200.

A magnetic circuit 100 provided with a winding 10 is built in the main tank 1, whereby from the left upper side of the main tank 1 an upper pipe coupling 111, with built in circulating pump 110, is led out and inserted into the upper part of an oil cooler 11 to which a fan box 114, with a built in fan 113, is firmly attached and simultaneously a lower pipe coupling 112, led into a lower part of the oil cooler 11, is led out from the left lower part of the main tank 1.

A lower connecting pipe 23 is led out from a discharge fitting 230 of the conservator 2 and is provided with a sludge discharge fitting 231 in its lowest part. The stabilizing tank 3 is provided with a lower temperature sensor 302 in its bottom third and with upper temperature sensor 301 in its top third. Then, in the highest part of a connection 13 the lower Buchholz relay 310 is built firmly and a lower part of the connection 13 is inserted into a release fitting 311 located in a lower part of the main tank 3.

In an upper connecting pipe 12 an upper Buchholz relay 120 and a discharge fitting 122 are built in a standard way and simultaneously, from this pipeline behind the Buchholz relay 120, the de-aerating pipe 121 is led which is disembooged into the upper part of the conservator 2.

A control circuit, used to control the transformer oil temperature in a standard way, consisting of a temperature sensor 101, built in a cover of the main tank 1 and joined by a signal line 102 with an input of a temperature controller 103 the output of which is joined by a control line 114 with a fan 113, is extended in this case by two temperature values measured on the stabilizing tank 3, i.e. by means of the upper temperature sensor 301, joined by an upper signal line 303, with the temperature controller 103, and by means of a lower temperature sensor 302 which is joined by a lower signal line 304 with the temperature controller.

The operation of the device in compliance with the invention can be best described by comparing the processes going on in oil filling in a transformer, arranged in a
standard way according to the Fig. 1, and in a transformer arranged according to the
Fig. 2. By comparison of both Figures it becomes obvious that the modification of a
standard transformer arrangement, according with the invention, has small extent
relatively and consists in suitable joining the conservator bottom part with the
machine vessel bottom part by means of a lower connecting pipe in which a
stabilisation tank is built on the one hand, and in joining the upper connecting pipe to
the conservator top part by a de-aerating pipeline on the other hand.

In both cases, in standard operation the main tank 1 oil filling is heated by loss power
of the magnetic circuit 100 and of the winding 10 and the heated oil is sucked by the
upper pipe coupling 111 into a circulating pump 110 and driven into the oil cooler 11
where the oil is forced-cooled by air delivered by the fan 113 and after cooling the oil
is led by the lower pipe coupling 112 back into the main tank 1, whereat the oil by-
passes and cools the magnetic circuit 100 and the winding 10 again and is led into
the oil cooler 11 once more.

Under these conditions, in the standard transformer arrangement in Fig. 1 the main
tank 1 and the conservator 2 are joined by the upper connecting pipe 12 which is led
from the highest point of the main tank 1 and enters the lowest part of the
conservator 2. In this case the discharge fitting 122 of the upper connecting pipe 12
is open, and of course the standard sludge discharge fitting 230 of the conservator
and the standard release fitting 311 of the main tank are closed, too.

During operation the oil is heated steadily in the main tank 1 by the loss power of
both the magnetic circuit 100 and the winding 10 and, at the same time, the oil in the
conservator 2 is cooled by atmospheric environment and therefore between the main
tank 1 and the conservator 2 the thermal difference arises due to which hot oil flows
steadily, even under constant temperature, through the top cross section half of the
upper connecting pipe 12 from the main tank 1 into the conservator 2 where said oil
is also saturated by atmospheric gas and humidity possibly and the same cooled oil
volume is led simultaneously from the conservator 2 (under steady conditions)
through the bottom cross section half of the upper connection pipe 12 back into the
main tank 1 due to which the oil filling of this machine is contaminated.
This quasistationary contamination is intensified further by dynamic contamination which is caused by transformer temperature change in time regardless whether these changes are due to machine load changing or control deviation of transformer cooling in this case. Due to temperature increase by oil dilatation in the machine vessel, a part of hot oil is always driven out of the main tank into the conservator (where it is saturated with air gas and humidity again) and, with transformer oil filling temperature drop, the corresponding oil volume, contaminated in this way, is delivered back into the main tank.

The purpose of the device in compliance with the invention is to suppress as quasistationary as dynamic transport of contaminating substances from the environment into the protected fluid in the main tank.

As it is obvious by comparing the Figs 1 and 2, this purpose is reached in the device according to the invention above all due to that in the transformer, modified and parametrically set in accordance with the invention, the influence of both thermosiphon phenomenon and dynamic rinsing process between the main tank 1 and the conservator 2 is suppressed extensively.

The thermosiphon phenomenon is suppressed simply by closing the discharge fitting 122 in the upper connecting pipe 12 where free oil flow, necessary for the transformer oil filling dilatation, is enabled by opening a spare pipeline which is formed by simultaneously opening of the sludge discharge fitting 230 of the conservator 2, to which the lower connecting pipe 23 is attached, and of the release fitting 311 on the bottom part of the main tank 1. Of course, this spare pipeline composed of the lower connection part 23 and the connection 13, is filled first with oil from the conservator 2 and vented by means of the lower Buchholz relay 310, with the oil content of the conservator 2 being filled up properly by oil.

Possible gas escaping from the main tank 1 is not affected by the device in compliance with the invention, because the gas, after having passed through the upper Buchholz relay 120, can flow freely through the de-aerating pipe 121 into the top part of the conservator 2 and escape freely into the surroundings through the equalizing pipe 200.
At the same time, the dynamic transport of contaminating substances from the conservator 2 into the main tank 1 is expressively limited by influence of the stabilizing tank 3 in which thermal stratifying layer 30 arising and persisting is secured effectively in a controlled way due to which hot oil, entering the stabilizing tank 3 through the connection 13 downwards from the main tank 1, is separated from cold contaminated oil, entering the stabilizing tank 3 upwards from the conservator 2 through the lower connecting part 23.

At the same time the thermal stratifying layer 30 stability and position are conditioned by transformer thermal conditions which are controlled by means of the temperature controller 103 both in a normally arranged transformer, as presented on the Fig. 1, and in the transformer arranged in accordance with the invention, see the Fig. 2. With oil temperature rising in the top part of the main tank 1, this deviation is processed by the temperature sensor 101 to electric signal which is led by a signal line 102 to the temperature controller 103 where it is compared with the requested temperature value T of the transformer. With the temperature of this machine being greater than the requested one, the fan 113 is switched on by a control line 104 and starts to drive environmental air into the fan box 114.

Due to forced air by-passing, the thermal energy transfer from a heat-changing surface of the oil cooler 11 into the air environment is intensified and oil, passing through the cooler, is cooled and this process continues till the oil temperature drops by previously chosen temperature difference ΔT, the so called control process hysteresis, under the requested machine temperature T.

Then the temperature controller 103 switches off the fan 113 and the machine temperature increases again and the whole process is repeated.

With the transformer modified according to the invention, this cyclic process is used advantageously to stabilize the thermal stratifying layer 30 in the stabilizing tank 3.

With the transformer temperature rising and the oil volume in the main tank 1 increasing adequately, a part of hot oil is driven through the connection 13 into the top part of the stabilizing tank 3, the thermal stratifying layer 30 shifts downwards in this vessel, and cold oil from the bottom part of the stabilizing tank 3 is driven through the lower connecting pipe 23 into the conservator 2.
In the moment the thermal stratifying layer 30 shifts under the position of the lower temperature sensor 302, the signal, caused by the step temperature increase, is transmitted by the lower signal line 304 to the temperature controller 103 and produces the first modification of the hysteresis value ΔT in this controller and the temperature controller 103 switches on the fan 113. The transformer temperature starts to decrease, the oil volume in the main tank 1 drops and the corresponding cold oil volume flows from the conservator 2 into the bottom part of the stabilizing tank 3 through the lower connecting pipe 23.

The thermal stratifying layer 30 moves upwards and in the moment it passes the level of the upper temperature sensor 301 the signal, caused by step drop of the measured temperature, is transferred by the upper signal line 303 to the temperature controller 103 and produces the second modification of the hysteresis ΔT in this controller and a correction of the requested transformer temperature T. After these modifications of both parameters of the temperature controller 103 having been set automatically, it is warranted that the thermal stratifying layer 30 must move inside the stabilizing tank 3 only under normal operating conditions, i.e. the so called hot oil penetration into the conservator 2 is eliminated equally as cold oil penetration into the main tank 1.

To separate efficiently the hot and cold oil by means of the thermal stratifying layer 30 in the stabilizing tank 3, the inevitable thermal difference must be held by which the thermal stratifying layer 30 stability is conditioned.

In the device in compliance with the invention this purpose is reached in two ways, i.e. by physical arrangement of the connection 13 and by dimensioning the stabilizing tank 3 and, simultaneously in a parametric way, by adaptive control of requested transformer temperature T and by its cyclic and accurately defined change.

Fundamental advantage of the device according to the invention consists in its simplicity which enables easy and non-expensive modification even of existing transformers due to which following radical atmospheric gas and humidity contamination reduction of oil fillings thereof augments their instantaneous and long-term reliability of said transformers.
Further advantage of the device in accordance with the invention is rooted in the fact that it makes use of power sources and equipments which are always available in a power transformer with forced cooling and oil circulation. Magnetic circuit and winding loss power is utilized here as a thermal source necessary to create a thermal stratifying layer in the stabilizing tank and simultaneously the existing forced fan transformer cooling is used to stabilize the position of the thermal stratifying layer in the stabilizing tank even at considerable temperature changes e.g. due to transformer loading change.

Further advantage of the device in compliance with the invention consists above all in that it does not content any mechanically movable parts which could be damaged otherwise in normal operation and should be tested or repaired.

Another advantage is rooted also in that by the device according to the invention the operation of the normal transformer protection, i.e. the Buchholz relay, is not affected but the reliability, sensitivity and selectivity of this protection is augmented expressively by doubling this relay.

Further advantage of this device is that it suppresses arising of free water and other undesirable admixtures maximally which originate in the conservator or in the transformer itself respectively and that it enables to separate and drain off this water and the sudge from the lowest part of the connecting pipeline even during the normal transformer operation.
List of reference numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>main tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>winding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>oil cooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>upper connecting pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>magnetic circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>temperature sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>signal line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>temperature controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>control line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>circulating pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>upper pipe coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>lower pipe coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>fan box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>upper Buchholz relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>de-aerating pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>discharge fitting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2  | conservator                              |
| 23 | lower connecting pipe                    |
| 230| sludge discharge fitting                 |
| 231| sludge discharge cock                    |
| 200| equalizing pipe                          |

| 3  | stabilizing tank                         |
| 30 | thermal stratifying layer                |
| 303| upper signal line                        |
| 304| lower signal line                        |
| 310| lower Buchholz relay                     |
| 301| upper temperature sensor                 |
| 302| lower temperature sensor                 |
| 311| release fitting                          |
Patent claims

1. The device for reducing the gas and water contamination of fluids consisting of a main tank (1) and a conservator (2) provided with a sludge discharge fitting (230), said main tank and conservator being joined mutually by an upper connecting pipe (12) in which an upper Buchholz relay (120) and a discharge fitting (122) are built whereby a top part of said main tank (1) is joined with a top part of an oil cooler (11) by an upper pipe coupling (111) in which a circulating pump (110) is built and a bottom part of said oil cooler (11) is joined with the bottom part of said main tank (1), provided also with a release fitting (311) by a lower pipe coupling (112), characterized in that, said main tank (1) is joined in its bottom part by a connection (13), led out of said release fitting (311), with a top part of a stabilizing tank (3) the bottom part of which being joined by a connecting pipe (23) with said sludge discharge fitting (230) and/or with a fitting located in the bottom part of said conservator (2).

2. The device according to the Claims 1. and 2., characterized in that, a de-aerating pipe (121), inserted into the top part of said conservator (2), is led out from the top part of said main tank (1) behind said Buchholz relay (120), whereby said discharge fitting (122), built in said upper connecting pipe (12) in a direction towards said conservator (2), is closed, and said release fitting (311), in the bottom part of said main tank (1), and said sludge discharge fitting (230), in the bottom part of said conservator (2), are open.

3. The device according to the Claims 1. to 3., characterized in that, the lower Buchholz relay (310) is built in the highest part of said connection (13) and a sludge discharge cock (231) is built in the lowest part of said connecting pipe (23).

4. The device according to the Claims 1. to 4., characterized in that, an upper temperature sensor (301), connected with an upper signal line (303) and to a temperature controller (103), is built in the top part of said stabilizing tank (3) and further a lower temperature sensor (302), connected by a lower signal line (304) with said temperature controller (103), is built in the bottom part of said stabilizing tank (3) whereby the operation of the temperature controller (103) is modified so that the position of a thermal stratifying layer (30) in said stabilizing tank (3) may
be stabilized by switching on and off a fan (113) in the basis of signals of said upper temperature sensor (301) and said lower temperature sensor (302).